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CySAS

Cyberspace Situational Awareness System

n

First NATO operational
Cyber Awareness tool
Continued improvement of
ACT’s Agile DevSecOps
development approach
ACT delivering an
operational Minimum
Viable Product to Allied
Command Operations
Delivery will support
further cyber awareness 		
concept development and
inform requirements for the
Common Funded Capability
Development

VIRTUALLY CHECKING YOUR SIX
Threats in cyberspace are becoming more frequent, sophisticated,
and destructive, with consequences that extend far beyond the virtual.
ACT continues to monitor the cyber threat terrain and contribute to
NATO’s continued efforts to strengthen its cyber defence posture.
Cyberspace Situational Awareness is critical to political and operational
decsion-making. The ongoing development of the Cyber Situational
Awarness System (CySAS) MVP connects the NATO Strategic
Commands, NATO organizations and industry experts in this rapidly
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advancing field. Delivery of this MVP will both inform requirements for

act.nato.int/innovation

a fully developed solution through the Common Funded Capability

NATO Innovation Podcast

Development and also support further the development of the NATO
Cyber Situational Awareness Concept.

NATO will continue to adapt to the evolving cyber threat landscape. Through its key
features, CySAS will allow NATO to adapt to the evolving cyber threat landscape.
The Alliance needs to be prepared to defend its networks and operations against
the growing sophistication of the cyber threats and attacks it faces.

TRANSFORMING NATO
ALLIED COMMAND TRANSFORMATION

NATO’s Warfare Development Command

Allied Command Transformation defines the future military context, identifying challenges and opportunities
in order to maintain a warfighting edge. It ensures maximum interoperability; gives structure and priority to
NATO forces through defence planning and capability development; applies innovation to leverage ideas,

procedures and technologies to the benefit of our warfare development approaches; and, in all of this, leverages
the intellectual horsepower of a large network of industry, academia, military and civilian expertise in nations,
in NATO agencies and NATO Centres of Excellence.

Allied Command Transformation is organized around four principal functions:
n

Strategic thinking

n

Development of capabilities

n

Education, training and exercises

n

Co-operation and engagement
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